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About This Game

Prepare for your journey to becoming one of golf's all-time greats in this career based golf game. Choose one of six tours to
start on and develop your golfer as you battle the rest of the tour for the tournament cup chases or just to stay alive on the tour

without going broke! Each of the six tours offers their own unique systems and challenges as you work your way from the
junior circuit to the pro tour and eventually ride off into the sunset on the senior tour. Fill up your trophy case and become a

golfing legend with Draft Day Sports: Pro Golf. The game comes with two premium courses built in, a free course design
program and additional courses available for purchase as add-ons.
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Hard commander to master, but the High Explosive Anti-Tank (HEAT) Shells is realy great tanks do also more dps to infanrty
but the ammo prices are high. The Veteran Panzer IV Ausf J. Battle Group and arty on tanks is very nice but very hard to pull
off.

Great commander for 2v2 or 3v3 not suitable for 1v1

Fun but need good ally to make good use of his perks:P. Great game to play on a lunch break, especially if you take a four hour
lunch.. Very nice start. But please improve the watersurface :P
. For the most part , it beats FRAPS and Bandicam in every single way. I am able to hook up a webcam and automatically have
an overlay, set a stopwatch, and more! However what this software doesn't do is that it doesn't have an area recorder, and won't
work with some indie games (based on some .exe files). So, if you plan on doing a lot of internet gameplay (i.e. Happy Wheels),
this is not for you. if you wanna do some older .exe files and older games, I'm sorry, but the issue is the same and you should go
with Bandicam. I do recommend this software for anyone who wishes to record more recent games and desire small files with
overlays that make editing very efficient.. At first look it's seems like any other TD game. Waves of enemies, towers, upgrades,
fat bosses, powerful heroes... But this game have a nice storyline. Non-linear storyline, where each plot twist depends on your
actions and choices. I really like it. In addition, the game can boast of the great variety of enemies, locations of battles, tactical
capabilities and, to some extent, even hardcore. So I can recomend Molten Armor to all fans of TD.. Although the addon strictly
speaking is 'accurate', it is now of the high quality that I expected my 14.99 to be worth. I am training in real life for a PPL on
the Cessna 152, and I wish for a more accurate and usable simulator version for when I am not flying in real life.
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Bomberman meets puzzler, with a good difficulty balance in terms of easy to beat a level, but hard to 100% it. Controls are solid
and the gameplay makes you really think about using your arsenal to the best of your abilities, in attempting to maximize the
damage\/coverage of the area and stars for you to get. The co-op is just a rehash of the single player however, so keep that in
mind if you're looking for a different experience out of it. The problem will be the number of levels, while you have 60 levels
and they all feel relatively compact and unique, and some replayability to 100% sections, that may not be enough for people at a
9-10 price tag.

It's for puzzle fans and completionist fans, but others may want to wait for a sale.

For more first impressions and Gameplay: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=WLYLaA0-BQY. the base game already has
all of this stuff when i bought it which made buying this dlc useless. I liked this game. Do I recommend it? Yes. Ok end of
review! Keep walking!

Just kidding. Ok now on to the meat and potatoes of my review\u2026.

Setting

\u201cHeart and Seoul\u201d is a short otome Visual Novel set in Seoul but the core of the story is pretty universal so it\u2019s
not like it\u2019s un-relatable on any level. The characters could be called Jim, Samantha and Steve and be New Yorkers and I
don\u2019t think the plot would change that much. The whole \u201cSeoul\u201d thing is pretty much a backdrop that provides
interesting cultural learnings (yup took that from Borat) and almost serves as a guide from the Korean Board of Tourism.

Story

It\u2019s short, about an hour for a single story track if you\u2019re a fast reader, maybe hour and a half if you read it at the
prompter speed. But I don\u2019t feel short is a bad thing, I\u2019m a pretty busy person and I don\u2019t like having to slog
through a storyline that is heavily buffered with fluff just to give it extra length. This one gets to the point and there are rarely
any dull moments, the characters are always doing something or talking about something that is pertinent to either the
characterization of the characters or the plotline. Could it be more romantic and passionate? Yes, this certainly isn\u2019t a
Danielle Steele nor is it Twilight or Fifty shades of Grey. On the bright side, if you happen to not like Twilight or Fifty Shades
of Grey then you might like this. But yeah, not really that romantic till the end but I don\u2019t really mind it that much as
it\u2019s \u201crealistic\u201d as the characters take time to become friends first.

Audio

Catchy pop-y and techno tunes. I liked it, kept the feeling of the game very light. Some nice sound effects too like the phone
buzzed when it rang and stuff, could have had more though in my opinion.

Minigame

Match-3! Always fun, especially when you don\u2019t have to pay to use a lollipop hammer.

Art

Character sprites are ok, could be a lot better and maybe some costume and expression changes could be in order. Probably the
weakest part of the visual novel in my opinion. I liked the impressionist style backgrounds though made me feel like I was in a
Degas painting.

Conclusion

All in all I liked it, it certainly has its faults and it definitely is not the most exciting VN out there. In many ways I feel that in
the attempt to be \u201crealistic\u201d and \u201cslice of life\u201d a lot of excitement and passion got left on the cutting
table. Though within that I did enjoy a lot of the conversations between the characters and there were a lot of funny moments in
the game, which is rare in videogames, and for that alone I feel that one should get this game, even for the few chuckles it will
give you along the way!. NEEDS AUTO PILOT!!!. Editted Review:
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As much as i had initially enjoyed this game, it got boring pretty fast. Unfortunately, the game has been abandoned for a few
months now, which is a shame as it had potential to be really good, I would not suggest buying this, it's really not worth even the
3$ price.. First, let me say that I'm aware it's an early access game.

PROS
- Fresh take on FPS. Unique.

- Decent amount of character customization for an echolocation based game.

- Good for a quick game session.

- Botted games. Pretty sure there are bots in my lobbies, at least...unless people are changing their steam names to
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 with me. This helps increase longevity.

CONS
- Spawns suck. You'll spawn right next to people a lot, and either immediately get trampled before you can do anything or you
will trample the person next to you before they can react. The spawn system is one of this game's biggest flaws imo.

- Rewarded for death. When you die, you get to pick one of two items to help you in your new life. Some examples of the
choices are SNIPER RIFLE or ROCKET LAUNCHER, SMOKE BOMBS or DECOYS, and BURST RIFLE or FLAKGUN
(shotgun). There is no reason to reward people for playing badly. It's kind of stupid that I can get steamrolled and then spawn in
with a rocket launcher just to end a guy who's been doing really well just because I got killed and spawned with a free bazooka.
This should be looked at.

- Not enough weapon variety. There really should be more weapons for an FPS. As it stands, I believe there are a total of 5 or 6
weapons in total (not including the decoys or smoke bombs). Maybe add some proximity mines, grenades, etc...adding grenades
would also help combat cornercamping in small rooms.

- Only FFA game mode. Add team deathmatch AT LEAST. Make teammate character models light up blue and enemy ones
light up red or something. This could also help with the godawful spawns.

- No tutorial. It's not hard to get a basic grasp on the fundamentals of this game, but having a tutorial would be nice...even if it's
just a page at the main menu that explains things with pictures. For example, let players know how to stay quiet, what makes
their location ping, what right-clicking does, etc.

OVERALL
It's okay. It's a fresh take on the FPS genre but still has a long way to come before I can reccomend it to others.. This game is
so... smooth. Feelsgoodman. The achievements didn't work for me, as that is really the only reason to buy this type of game; it is
an instant return. How did this get delayed so many times & still come as a worse game than Zombie Parking.
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